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Abstract 

Exchange rate forecasting is an inherent approach in financial risk management, yet previous forecasting models 

were criticized for their poor predictive ability, mainly during periods of exceptional macroeconomic weaknesses. 

This is attributed to their failure to identify the importance and strength of key transmission and amplification 

channels, especially those linked to financial markets and uncertainty. Though there is no model that can be 

precise, especially during periods of crises, it is important to find a model that can yield near-accurate results. The 

present study therefore evaluates the different forecasting models, considering how each handles instabilities. The 

Rossi Sekhposyan forecast rationality test results reveal that the EGARCH model under general error distribution 

and APARCH under normal error distribution show the strongest evidence against rationality around the year 

2009, identifying the concentration of instabilities during that time. This vindicates the need to control for 

instabilities in forecasting. This implies that, in the presence of instabilities, the fluctuation tests are more 

powerful than traditional tests. 
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1. Introduction 

When applying predictive ability tests to macroeconomic time series data researchers face important practical 

problems: economic time series data are prone to volatility (Rossi and Soupre, 2017). As stated by Rossi (2021), 

“instabilities are widespread in economic time series”. Odendahl et al,( 2022) also stressed that “despite various 

predictive comparison tests that have been proposed in the literature to help predictors in model selection, no single 

model is usually the best overall. Predictive performance is typically prone to volatility and is sample dependent”.  

Therefore, when researchers test a model's predictive ability, it can be important to allow its predictive ability to 

change over time. Indeed, traditional predictive assessment tests are unreliable in the presence of volatility and can 

lead to erroneous conclusions. This problem arises because traditional tests assume stationarity and the presence of 

instability destroys stationarity.  

Most time series techniques assume that the data are stationary. Stationary processes have a constant mean, 

variance, and autocorrelation structure (Songhao, 2021). It is often the case, however, that real-life data don't 

comply with the assumption of stationarity. Stock return data, for instance, tends to fluctuate over time, whereas 

economic time series are typically seasonal (Politis et al.,1999).  For most time series models, the model 

assumptions are violated when nonstationary data is used. This leads to the estimators losing properties such as 

asymptotic normality and sometimes even consistency. Hence, applying a model that requires a stationary series to 

a nonstationary series could lead to poor estimates of the parameters and therefore poor forecasts. As stated by van 

Greunen, et al., (2014), the stationarity of a time series can have a significant influence on its properties and 

forecasting behavior.  

A substantial body of research has been done on testing predicted optimality. It is, nonetheless, implicitly 

predicated on the notion of covariance stationarity. Because of this presumption, the models were unable to forecast 

events correctly when there was instability. Given the ubiquity of models that do not take instability into account, 

even after the financial crisis, forecasting models must take instability into account. Kenny and Morgan (2011) 

reported the poor predictive performance of all models that were employed in their study to capture the period of 

exceptional macroeconomic weakness in the fourth quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009.  
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Additionally, they claimed that "if these models had demonstrated strong predictive capability and could have 

provided accurate information on the current state of the economy, then this information could have been used to 

help shape the more medium-term outlook." This implies that, though no model can come up with 100% accurate 

results, especially during periods of crises, it is important to find a model that can yield more accurate results than 

other models. There is, therefore, a need for appropriate forecasting to determine models that can make appropriate 

forecasts. 

Only two decades ago have researchers become concerned about the consequences of the stationarity 

assumption in performing inference regarding predictive ability. In 2010, Giacomini and Rossi developed methods 

to perform inference on forecast comparisons when the forecasting ability may be affected by instabilities. In 2011, 

Rossi and Sekhposyan developed fluctuation optimality tests that are robust to the presence of instabilities. Unlike 

Giacomini and Rossi (2010), who compare models‟ relative forecasting performance, Rossi and Sekhposyan (2011) 

focus on individual models‟ absolute predictive ability and tests for forecast optimality.  

There is the scantiness of literature on the models that consider instabilities. Though studies by Giacomini 

and Rossi (2010), Rossi (2005), Muller and Petalas (2009), Elliott and Muller (2005), Andrews and Ploberger 

(1994), and Andrews (1993) amongst others, help to fill the gap in this topic, there is still a need to conduct a study 

that considers instabilities, particularly for South Africa where such topic seems missing. Exchange rate forecasting 

is an inherent approach in financial risk management, yet, previous studies that forecasted the South African 

exchange rate employed traditional techniques to compare forecasting models. Among those are the studies by 

Mokoma (2014). This paper will therefore serve to fill the gap in the literature on this topic by comparing both 

traditional and new techniques that are robust to instabilities to forecast the South African exchange rates. In each 

category, absolute as well as relative comparisons will be done.  

Accurately forecasting the movement of exchange rates is of interest in a variety of fields, such as 

international business, financial management, and monetary policy. Accurate exchange rate forecasting benefits 

stock market investors and traders by lowering risk and maximizing transaction rewards (Dahlquist & Hasseltoft, 

2020). From the monetary authorities‟ viewpoint, reliable exchange rate forecasting helps monetary authorities 

regulate exchange rates and carry out monetary policies (Shen et al., 2021). Exchange rates are permitted to 

fluctuate within an unidentified band under a managed exchange rate regime, and the government may intervene 

depending on their forecasts for the exchange rates in the future (Uz Akdogan, 2020).  

Additionally, when a government implements monetary measures to boost the economy, such as 

decreasing interest rates, this will raise revenue and demand for the country's imported goods, causing the currency 

to appreciate and ultimately harming the competitiveness of exported goods. As a result, an accurate exchange rate 

projection can assist a government in determining the appropriate level of interest rate reductions, which is related 

to assessing the effectiveness of monetary policies (Tillmann, 2016). 

  Volatility tends to change over time. During periods of financial crisis, large volatility persistence occurs 

(Ning et al., 2015). There is therefore a need to use a  data set that spans the period where the world has witnessed 

the greatest financial crisis of the time and also techniques that consider such instabilities. The present study, 

therefore, covers the period during and post-global financial crisis, using traditional models which have failed to 

consider instabilities that occurred during periods of crisis and compare them with the recent ones, that is, those 

which are robust to instabilities.  

Against this backdrop, this paper aims to evaluate the forecasting ability of models in the presence of 

instabilities by comparing traditional and new techniques in forecasting exchange rates using data that is non-

stationary and symmetric and asymmetric GARCH models under different distribution errors, namely, normal 

distribution, student‟s t-distribution, and general error distributions. The models employed include simple GARCH, 

Exponential GARCH, Integrated GARCH, Threshold GARCH, and APARCH models. Furthermore, it evaluates 

the forecasting performance of a model either in isolation ("absolute" forecasting ability) or relative to other models 

("relative" forecasting ability), the significance of economic instabilities in exchange rate forecasting and 

forecasting evaluations and verifies the presence of these stylized facts in the South African foreign exchange 

market. 

2. Materials and Methods 

 
This section presents the research methodology. The section is structured as follows: Subsection 2.1 presents a brief 

discussion on symmetric and asymmetric GARCH models. Theoretical models underpinning the models used in the 

study are then presented  In subsection 2.2, the GARCH models that are employed in this study are specified. The 

data employed in the study are described in subsection 2.3. Subsection 2.4 presents a discussion on the out-of-

sample evaluation of the volatility forecasts. 

 

2.1 Symmetric and asymmetric models 

Symmetric GARCH models are GARCH models that do not capture the asymmetry in financial returns data. 

Asymmetry implies that unexpected bad news (decrease in stock price or negative et) increases conditional  
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volatility more than the unexpected good news of similar magnitude. The symmetric and asymmetric (theoretical) 

models which form the basis of the models used in the study are therefore discussed in detail below. 

  

2.1.1 Symmetric models 

 ARCH (Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity) model 

ARCH model, developed by Engle in 1982, accounts for the difference between the unconditional and the 

conditional variance of a stochastic process. While conventional econometric models operate under the assumption 

of constant variance, the ARCH process allows the conditional variance to vary over time, leaving the 

unconditional variance constant (Ding, 2011). Although financial markets may experience excessive volatility from 

time to time, it appears that volatility will eventually settle down to a long-run level. In the case of exchange rates, 

this implies that exchange rate indices are mean reverting (they are stationary processes), then this implies that 

shocks to exchange rate indices will have a transitory effect, in that the exchange rate will return to its trend path 

over time (Goudarzi, 2013). 

According to Brooks (2008), under the ARCH model, the „autocorrelation in volatility‟ is modeled by 

allowing the conditional variance of the error term,   
 , to depend on the immediately previous value of the squared 

error and ARCH (1) model takes the following form: 

 

  
 =  +      

 ………………………………………………(1) 

 

Where  
 
   
 
  represents the conditional variance of the error term,       

  represents a lagged value of the squared 

error. 

 

 Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) 

Bollerslev (1986) extended the ARCH model to the GARCH, which had the same key properties as the ARCH but 

required far fewer parameters to adequately model the volatility process. 

The GARCH (1, 1) model is therefore given by: 

 

    
 =       

  +     
  ……………………………....(2) 

 

Where all the parameters must be positive, while the sum of     quantifies the persistence of shocks to 

volatility. The GARCH (1, 1) model generates one-step-ahead forecasts of volatility as a weighted average of the 

constant long-run or average variance,    the previous forecast variance,  
  and previous volatility reflecting 

squared „news‟ about the return,   
 . As volatility forecasts are increased following a large return of either sign, the 

GARCH specification captures the well-known volatility clustering effect.  

Though the GARCH model has greater applicability for easy computation, it has drawbacks in the 

application of asset pricing. Firstly, in the GARCH model, the impacts to conditional variance of the positive and 

negative sides are symmetrical. This means that the model cannot explain the negative correlation between the 

fluctuations in stock returns as it assumes that the conditional variance is a function of lagged squared residuals.  

 

2.1.2 Asymmetric GARCH Models 

To capture the asymmetry in return volatility (leverage effect), a new class of models was developed, termed the 

asymmetric GARCH models. The asymmetric GARCH models, unlike symmetric GARCH models, capture the 

asymmetry in financial returns data. These models are discussed in detail below.  

 

 Exponential General Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (EGARCH) 

The EGARCH model proposed by Nelson (1991), specifically captures asymmetries in volatility. In this model, 

asymmetries are considered exponentially. This approach captures the skewness and allows the ARCH process to 

be asymmetrical. In the EGARCH model, the conditional variance is an asymmetric function of the lagged 

disturbances     :  
The model is stated as follows: 

 

  =    ;    
  =         

2 ∑   
 
          

 ……………  (3) 

 

The coefficient   captures the asymmetric impact of news with negative shocks having a greater impact 

than positive shocks of equal magnitude if  <0, while the volatility clustering effect is captured by a significant  . 

Finally, the use of the logarithm form allows the parameters to be negative without the conditional variance 

becoming negative. 
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 Threshold general autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (TGARCH) model 

Another volatility model commonly used to handle leverage effects is the threshold GARCH (TGARCH) model 

introduced by Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993) and Zakoian (1994).  

The TGARCH model of order   can be written as: 

 

  
 =  ∑       

  
    ∑   

 
        ∑    

           )………  (4) 

 

In this model, good news,       > 0, and bad news,      < 0 have differential effects on the conditional variance. 

Here,    has an impact of good news while     +    have an impact of bad news. If γ i > 0, bad news has a greater 

impact of conditional variance, whereas if    ≠ 0, news impact is asymmetric. 

 

2.1.3 Asymmetric Power autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (APARCH) model 

Ding et al., (1993) concluded that there was no reason for the volatility to be a linear function of the squared 

residuals and introduce the APARCH (p, q) model, which allows the power δ of the heteroscedasticity equation to 

be estimated from the data (Pedro and Marcos et al, 2011).Though the APARCH model captures asymmetry in 

return volatility, in this model, volatility tends to increase more when returns are positive, as compared to negative 

returns of the same magnitude. The APARCH model also yields the long-memory property of returns.  

The power parameter on the standard deviation is estimated and not imposed: 

 

  
 =  +  (|    |       ) +    

  ………………………..  (5) 

 

Parameter δ in the equation denotes exponent of conditional standard deviation, while parameter γ 

describes the asymmetry effect of good and bad news on conditional volatility. A positive value of γ means that 

negative shocks from the previous period have a higher impact on the current level of volatility, and otherwise 

(Miletic, 2015). 

An APARCH (p, q) model assumes that: 

 

  
 =  +  (|    |       ) +    

    ……………………  (6) 

 

A positive (resp. negative) value of the     ‟s means that past negative (resp. positive) shocks have a deeper 

impact on current conditional volatility than past positive shocks (see Black, 1976, Laurent, 2004). 

 

2.1.4 Integrated general conditional heteroscedasticity (IGARCH) model 

Engle and Bollerslev (1986) also put forward the integrated GARCH (IGARCH), which is an extension to the 

GARCH model. To capture the characteristic of volatility persistence, the GARCH model features an exponential 

decay in the autocorrelation of conditional variances. It has been noted that squared and absolute returns of 

financial assets typically exhibit serial correlations that are slow to decay, like those of an integrated I (d) process. 

Shocks in the volatility series seem to have a long memory and lasting impact on future volatility over a long 

horizon.  

The IGARCH captures this effect but a shock in this model impacts upon future volatility over an infinite 

horizon and the conditional variances does not exist for this model (Granger and Poon, 2002). If the AR polynomial 

of the GARCH representation has a unit root, then we have an IGARCH model. Thus, IGARCH models are unit-

root GARCH models.  

The integrated GARCH (IGARCH) is specified as: 

 

  
 =  ∑   

 
       

2 ∑   
 
   

      
      ……………………..    (7) 

 
The sum of coefficients is restricted to 1. The exogenous variable can be easily reflected in the various 

specifications of GARCH models just by the addition of   and  . 

 

2.2 Specification of the models 

This section presents the empirical models that are employed in this study. 

 

2.2.1 Empirical models 

The empirical models are stated as follows:  

 

 ARCH (1) 

The basic ARCH model consists of two equations, a conditional mean equation and a conditional variance 

equation. Both equations should be estimated simultaneously given that variance is a mean equation. The mean  
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equation estimates the conditional mean of the examined variable. The variance equation estimate this process as a 

typical autoregressive process. Both equations form a system that is estimated together with the maximum 

likelihood method (Dritsaki, 2019).  

ARCH (p) model is simply an AR(p) model applied to the variance of a time series. 

 

ARCH(1)  

A time-series {ϵ(t)} is given at each instance by: 

 

ϵ(t) = w(t)*σ(t)…………………………………    (8) 

 

Where,  w(t) is the white noise with zero mean and unit variance. 

 

Var(x(t)) = σ²(t) =   +  * σ²(t-1) 

 

Where   ,    are parameters of the model and    > 0,    ≥ 0 to ensure that the conditional variance is 

positive. σ²(t-1) is lagged square error. 

We say that ϵ(t) is an autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic model of order unity, denoted by 

ARCH(1). 

ϵ(t) = w(t)* σ(t) = w(t)* ⎷(   +  *ϵ²(t-1)) 

Similarly,   

ARCH(p) is given by: 

 

ϵ(t) = w(t) * ⎷(   + ⍺(p) * ∑ ϵ²(t-i)…………….   (9) 

 

where: p is the number of lag squared residual errors to include in the ARCH model. 

i = (1,2,3,-,-,-, -, p) tells us the number of logged periods of the square error. 

Where,         ,     

It follows that   should be a positive parameter. However, in estimation, it might come out negative. 

Many programs allow the researcher to restrict   to be positive and greater than zero. The mean equation estimates 

the conditional mean of the variable. It is important to get the mean equation correctly specified before estimating 

the ARCH/GARCH model. The mean equation typically can be modelled as an AR process, AR in combination 

with other explanatory variables, just as a function of other explanatory variables. It is important to test for no 

autocorrelation in the residuals before estimating the GARCH process.  

The variance equation estimates the variance processan  as a type of autoregressive process. Both 

equations form a system that is estimated together using maximum likelihood. The mean equation is important 

because if this is not correctly specified the variance estimate will not be good either. The mean equation describes 

the expected value of the stochastic process *  +  The mean equation therefore can be an AR, an ARMAX or a 

structural econometric model, among others (Brooks, 2002). 

In the case of symmetric models, there are three coefficients in the Conditional variance equation.  The 

constant term, ARCH term and GARCH term. The arch (alpha) term explains volatility clustering, GARCH (beta) 

term explains persistence (Bera and Higgins, 1993, Bonga, 2019). However, in asymmetric GARCH models, there 

are four coefficients in the conditional variance equation, namely, the constant term, ARCH term, GARCH term 

and the volatility asymmetry term. The fourth term or coefficient, gamma (leverage) term explains the leverage 

effect. The APARCH model adds the fifth term called ( )  delta  (Kisinbay, 2003, Ding, 2011, Smolović, Lipovina-

Božović and Vujošević, 2017). 

ARCH effect/spillover effect ( ) represents the impact of a magnitude of a shock (size). The existence of 

volatility spill-overs implies that one large shock increases the volatilities not only in its own asset or market but 

also in other assets or markets as well (Kharchenko and Tzvetkov, 2013). Therefore, negative ARCH 

means the spill-over is negative related (increase volatility in one country make the other country's volatility 

reduced) 

GARCH effect ( ) implies persistence of past volatility (past volatility explain current volatility). If 

GARCH term is positive, it shows that there is a positive relation between the past variance and the current 

variance in absolute value. A higher and positive GARCH coefficient indicates that volatility takes a longer period 

to decay, which is implies that there is long memory (Aluko et. al., 2017). 

Leverage/ volatility asymmetry term (represents the impact of a sign of a shock). If it is different from 

zero, this implies that there is an asymmetric effect (bad news and good news of the same size have different 

impacts). If the asymmetry term is negative, this implies that negative shocks have a greater impact on volatility 

rather than the positive shocks of the same magnitude. If the leverage coefficient (Gamma or  ) is negative and 

significant, indicating the presence of an asymmetric behavior. The significance of negative shocks persistence or 

the volatility asymmetry indicates that investors are more prone to negative news in comparison to positive news.  
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This implies that the volatility spillover mechanism is asymmetric (Nelson, 1991). 

 

 GARCH (1, 1) model 

The study follows Bollerslev (1986) model. A simple GARCH model can be stated as follows: 

 

R/US$t =       
  +        +  ………………………   (10) 

 

Where R/US$t represents the forecast variance of Rand/US$ daily exchange rate.    is the constant long-

run or average variance,           represents the previous forecast variance, and     
  represents previous 

volatility reflecting squared „news‟ about the return all the parameters must be positive, while the sum of     

quantifies the persistence of shocks to volatility. Squared      implies that volatility forecasts are increased 

following a large return of either sign (negative and positive news have same impact). 

A priori expectation is that all the parameters should be positive (implying that there is no asymmetry). 

 

 Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model 

EGARCH (1, 1) model can be written as: 

 

         =         
2 ∑   

 
              …       (11) 

 

Where,         is the log of the conditional variance. This implies that the leverage effect is exponential, 

rather than quadratic, and that forecasts of the conditional variance are guaranteed to be nonnegative. The presence 

of financial leverage result can be tested by the theory that     . The impact is asymmetric if       

The coefficient   captures the asymmetric impact of news with negative shocks having a greater impact 

than positive shocks of equal magnitude if  <0, while the volatility clustering effect is captured by a significant  . 

The forecast variance of Rand/US$ daily exchange rate is in logarithm form, implying that the model allows the 

parameters to be negative without the conditional variance becoming negative. 

A priori expectation is that the gamma ( ) parameter should be negative (implying that there is 

asymmetry, that is, negative news has more impact than positive news). 

 

 Threshold GARCH (TGARCH) model 

Another volatility model commonly used to handle leverage effects is the threshold GARCH (TGARCH) model 

introduced by Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993) and Zakoian (1994).  

The TGARCH model of order   can be written as: 

 

       = =  ∑       
  

     ∑     
  

    (      )……   (12) 

 

Where     if       and     if      . 

 

 Asymmetric ARCH (APARCH) model 

Following Ding, Granger, and Engle‟s (1993) model, the APARCH model can be stated as: 

 

      =  +  (|    |       ) +           …………    (13) 

 

 Where        is the forecast variance. Parameter δ in the equation denotes exponent of conditional 

standard deviation, while parameter γ describes the asymmetry effect of good and bad news on conditional 

volatility. A positive value of γ means that negative shocks from the previous period have a higher impact on the 

current level of volatility, and otherwise 

Parameter γ is expected to be positive if there is asymmetric or leverage effect.  

A priori expectation is that      and    0. Otherwise, the PARCH model will simply be a standard 

GARCH specification. 

 

 Integrated GARCH (IGARCH) model 

The study borrows from Engle and Bollerslev‟s (1986) model and rewrites the IGARCH model as follows: 

 

      =  ∑   
 
       

2 ∑   
 
   

          
   
………………    (14) 

A priori assumption is that the ARCH term ( ) and the GARCH term ( ) sum up to one. 
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2.3.  Description of the type of sample to be used 

A 5-day week Rand per US Dollar rates, sourced from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) online, is the 

sample data used for analysis with 3038 observations, covering the period 2007/01/01 to 2018/12/31. The period 

2007 was chosen as the starting period to capture the 2007-2009 global financial era. Stata software package is 

employed as it brings the desired results wanted by the researcher. 

 

2.5. Out-of- sample forecasting 

In forecasting, it is not necessarily the model that provides the best in-sample fit that produces the best out-of-

sample volatility forecast (Shamiri and Isa, 2009; Wennström,  2014). Hence it is common to use the out-of-sample 

forecast to aid the selection of model which is best suited for the series under study (Andersen and Bollerslev, 

1998; Hansen and Lunde, 2001; Brandt and Jones, 2006; Cerqueira et al, 2020).Before the discussion on 

forecasting is presented, the different models that are used in comparing traditional and fluctuation tests are 

presented. 

 

2.5.1 Evaluation forecasting criteria 

To test the model‟s forecasting ability, two types of tests are used, namely, tests of relative forecast comparison and 

tests of absolute forecasting performance. Relative forecast comparison tests determine the best model between any 

two competing forecasting models in terms of predicting ability. Conversely, absolute forecasting performance tests 

are used to evaluate whether forecasts from one specific model fulfil some minimal requirements, like being 

unbiased or producing forecast errors that are unpredictable using any information available at the time the forecast 

is made. Whilst both tests are used to forecast the models‟ forecast ability, the former ones are used to compare two 

forecasting models, whilst the latter are used to evaluate one specific forecasting model (Rossi and Soupre, 2017). 

There are traditional methods that have for long been applied for both relative and absolute forecast evaluation. For 

relative assessment, examples are Diebold & Mariano (1995), West (1996) and Clark & McCracken (2001). 

Examples of absolute evaluation are Mincer & Zarnowitz (1969) and West & McCracken (1998).  These traditional 

forecast evaluation tests assume stationarity, which is often violated when applying tests of forecasting ability to 

macroeconomic time series data as it is well known that economic time series data are prone to instabilities.  

Nominal exchange rates used in this study are macroeconomic time series; and there are reasons to assume 

instabilities. Notable examples of instabilities are the 2007-2009 global financial crisis. During the 2007-2009 

global financial crisis, drastic changes on several macroeconomic relationships occurred. Ng and Wright (2013) 

found that credit spreads replaced interest rates in predicting output growth during that time. Likewise, Rossi 

(2013b) revealed the presence of severe instabilities in exchange rate forecasting models.  

When testing the model‟s forecasting ability, it is potentially important to allow their forecasting ability to 

change over time.As argued by Giacomini and Rossi (2010), in unstable environments, it is plausible that the 

relative forecasting performance of models may itself change over time. Regardless of the increasing empirical 

evidence suggesting instability in the forecasting performance of econometric models relative to the naïve 

benchmarks (for example, Stock and Watson, 2003a), existing literature for forecasting comparison did not account 

for this possibility.  

For example, Moran and Solomon (2017) apply traditional approaches like the Diebold and Mariano 

(1995) test to compare the predictive accuracy (for loss criteria MSE, MAE and MAPE), which are argued to have 

failed in the presence of instabilities, such as the 2007-2009 global financial crisis, despite Francq and Zakoian‟s 

(2010) caution that different GARCH models can lead to almost equivalent predictive formulas. The implication is 

that the forecasting success of a model relative to its competitor seems to be linked to some specific periods in time, 

and there are numerous situations in which there has been a reversal in the relative forecasting ability of two 

competing forecasting models (Giacomini and Rossi, 2010).  

In environments characterized by instabilities, it is important to compare different models to find out 

which models perform best in such instabilities. Traditional tests of forecast evaluation are not reliable in the 

presence of instabilities, which may lead to incorrect inference. To address this challenge, both relative forecast 

comparisons and absolute forecasting performance tests which are robust to instabilities were introduced (Rossi and 

Soupre (2017). To compare the relative out-of-sample forecasting performance of two competing models in the 

presence of possible instabilities, Giacomini and Rossi‟s (2010) fluctuation test will be used. Conversely, Rossi and 

Sekhposyan‟s (2016) fluctuation rationality test will be employed for testing absolute forecasting performance 

robust to instabilities. The reason for comparing these tests is to investigate and evaluate the forecasting claims that 

fluctuation tests are more powerful than traditional ones as stated by Giacomini and Rossi (2010), Rossi and 

Sekhposyan (2016) and Rossi and Soupre (2017) among others 

 

3. Results 

 

The main objective of this paper is to compare the new and traditional tests in testing forecast 

unbiasedness/rationality and to test competing models‟ forecasting performance to find the model with the best out- 
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of-sample fit. Against this backdrop, this section presents the results for both relative and absolute comparisons of 

fluctuation and traditional tests respectively.  

 

3.1 Testing for out of sample fit 

The out-of-sample forecast tests are conducted using Stata commands that illustrate how to test forecast 

unbiasedness/rationality and how to test competing models‟ forecasting performance, in a way that is robust to the 

presence of instabilities. To test competing models‟ forecasting performance, Giacomini and Rossi (2010) test is 

employed. Conversely, Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016) test is used to test forecast unbiasedness/rationality. 

The results for the new and old approach (that is, the Giacomini and Rossi‟s (2010) fluctuation test and the Diebold 

and Mariano (1995) test) are compared. Tables 1 and 2, therefore present these results respectively. 

 

3.2.1 Tests of Relative Forecasting Performance Robust to Instabilities 

The pairwise comparison of the model that accounts for instabilities in Table 1 show that t-distribution error 

assumption dominates all other error distribution assumptions, implying that all the models perform well under t-

distribution assumption. Therefore, if forecasters are interested in using GARCH model to forecast series (at least 

exchange rate) considering inherent instabilities, the best assumption distribution to make is that of t-distribution. 

This is so, because it has fatter tails than the normal distribution, it can also be used as a model for financial returns 

exhibiting excessive kurtosis, enabling a more realistic calculation of the Value at Risk (VaR) in such cases. It can 

skew the accuracy concerning the normal distribution (Annapoorna, 2021). However, in the case of traditional test, 

the t- and general error distribution assumptions dominate, with t-distribution taking the lead. 

  

Normal -distribution  

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant    0.001    0.002      0.440      0.659              (0.003)        0.005    

L.arch    0.250    0.021    12.070             -                  0.209         0.291  *** 

L.garch    0.922    0.101      9.110             -                  0.724         1.120  *** 

Constant  (0.002)   0.001    (1.650)     0.099              (0.004)             -    * 

        Mean dependent var 0.002 SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   2504 Chi-square   . 

Prob > chi2  . Akaike crit. (AIC) -3976.156 

       t-distribution  

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant          -      0.002      0.040      0.969              (0.004)        0.004    

L.arch    0.234    0.029      8.150             -                  0.177         0.290  *** 

L.garch    0.821    0.119      6.920             -                  0.588         1.053  *** 

Constant  (0.001)   0.001    (0.730)     0.464              (0.003)        0.002    

        Mean dependent var 0.002 SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   2504 Chi-square   . 

Prob > chi2  . Akaike crit. (AIC) -4146.356 

       Ged distribution  

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant  (0.001)   0.002    (0.870)     0.382              (0.005)        0.002    

L.arch    0.236    0.042      5.660             -                  0.154         0.318  *** 

L.garch    0.989    0.200      4.950             -                  0.598         1.380  *** 

Constant  (0.003)   0.002    (1.170)     0.244              (0.007)        0.002    

Constant    0.116    0.034      3.410      0.001                0.049         0.183  *** 

        Mean dependent var 0.002 SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   2504 Chi-square   . 

Prob > chi2  . Akaike crit. (AIC) -4220.482 

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 1: GARCH Results 
 

According to Table 2 , the pairwise comparison of the model that accounts for instabilities shows that GARCH 

under normal error distribution assumption dominates all other models, implying that the model has the best 

forecast during periods of instabilities. This is consistent with theory which postulates that, symmetric models 

perform better than asymmetric models under normal distribution. They are only outperformed by asymmetric 

models under distributions assumptions like t-distribution and general error assumption, due to their failure to  
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capture leverage effect (Hentschel, 1995, Islam, 2014). The results from the traditional reveals that there is no 

winner as three models (GARCHnor, IGARCHnor and TGARCHnor) beat APARCH model. 

 

Normal -distribution  

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0.001 0.002 0.5 0.614 -0.003 0.005 
 

L.arch 0.268 0.019 13.99 0 0.23 0.305 *** 

L.garch 0.732 0.019 38.26 0 0.695 0.77 *** 

Constant 0 0 1.73 0.084 0 0.001 * 

        Mean dependent var 0.002 SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   2504 Chi-square   . 

Prob > chi2  . Akaike crit. (AIC) -3975.881 

       t-distribution  

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0 0.002 0.05 0.96 -0.004 0.004 
 

L.arch 0.239 0.026 9.24 0 0.188 0.29 *** 

L.garch 0.761 0.026 29.41 0 0.71 0.812 *** 

Constant 0 0 -1.6 0.11 -0.001 0 
 

        Mean dependent var 0.002 SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   2504 Chi-square   . 

Prob > chi2  . Akaike crit. (AIC) -4148.139 

        

Ged distribution         

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval] Sig 

Constant -0.001 0.002 -0.82 0.41 -0.005 0.002  

L.arch 0.258 0.039 6.64 0 0.182 0.334 *** 

L.garch 0.742 0.039 19.08 0 0.666 0.818 *** 

Constant 0 0 0.64 0.524 0 0.001  

Constant 0.122 0.034 3.64 0 0.056 0.188 *** 

Mean dependent var  0.002  SD dependent var   0.116  

Number of obs    2504  Chi-square   .  

Prob > chi2   .  Akaike crit. (AIC) -4220.411  

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 2: IGARCH Results 

 

APARCH normal  

        RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0.002 0.002 0.77 0.44 -0.003 0.006 
 

L.ar 0.025 0.027 0.93 0.354 -0.028 0.078 
 

L.aparch 0.247 0.043 5.78 0 0.163 0.33 *** 

L.aparch_e 0.035 0.031 1.14 0.253 -0.025 0.095 
 

L.pgarch 0.732 0.107 6.88 0 0.524 0.941 *** 

Constant 0 0 -0.2 0.842 0 0 
 

power 3.829 0.712 5.38 0 2.433 5.225 *** 

Mean dependent var   0.002     SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   
 

2504 
  

Chi-square   0.858 

Prob > chi2  
 

0.354 
  

Akaike crit. (AIC) -3989.29 

PARCH t-distribution 

        RUS_D1  Coef. St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0 0.002 0.19 0.848 -0.004 0.004 
 

L.ar 0.022 0.028 0.78 0.436 -0.033 0.077 
 

L.aparch 0.233 0.057 4.08 0 0.121 0.345 *** 

L.aparch_e 0.026 0.039 0.65 0.517 -0.052 0.103 
 

L.pgarch 0.647 0.109 5.92 0 0.433 0.861 *** 

Constant 0 0 0.23 0.819 0 0 
 

power 3.625 0.867 4.18 0 1.926 5.324 *** 
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Mean dependent var   0.002     SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   
 

2504 
  

Chi-square   0.606 

Prob > chi2  
 

0.436 
  

Akaike crit. (AIC) -4157.56 

        
APARCH GED  

        RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant -0 0.002 -0.78 0.434 -0.005 0.002 
 

L.ar 0.006 0.024 0.25 0.799 -0.041 0.053 
 

L.aparch 0.25 0.063 3.97 0 0.127 0.374 *** 

L.aparch_e 0.017 0.056 0.3 0.764 -0.092 0.126 
 

L.pgarch 0.869 0.191 4.56 0 0.495 1.243 *** 

Constant 0 0 -0.44 0.658 -0.001 0.001 
 

power 3.016 0.898 3.36 0.001 1.256 4.776 *** 

Constant 0.132 0.034 3.93 0 0.066 0.198 *** 

Mean dependent var   0.002     SD dependent var   0.116 

Number of obs   
 

2504 
  

Chi-square   0.065 

Prob > chi2  
 

0.799 
  

Akaike crit. (AIC) -4222.3 

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 3: APARCH normal 

 

EGARCH normal  

        rus_d1  coef.  st.err.  t-value  p-value  [95% conf  interval]  Sig 

constant 0.002 0.002 1.16 0.247 -0.002 0.007   

l.earch 0.053 0.018 2.99 0.003 0.018 0.089 *** 

l.earch_a 0.448 0.027 16.31 0 0.394 0.502 *** 

l.egarch 1.117 0.081 13.78 0 0.958 1.276 *** 

constant 0.505 0.35 1.44 0.149 -0.181 1.192 
 

mean dependent var 

 

0.002 sd dependent var   0.116 

number of obs   

 

2504 chi-square   . 

prob > chi2  

 

. akaike crit. (aic) -3968.852 

        EGARCH t-distribution 

       rus_d1  coef.  st.err.  t-value  p-value  [95% conf  interval]  Sig 

constant 0.001 0.002 0.43 0.666 -0.003 0.005 
 

l.earch 0.046 0.023 1.99 0.046 0.001 0.092 ** 

l.earch_a 0.442 0.038 11.65 0 0.368 0.516 *** 

l.egarch 1.073 0.099 10.84 0 0.879 1.267 *** 

constant 0.275 0.433 0.63 0.526 -0.574 1.124 
 

mean dependent var   0.002 sd dependent var   0.116 

number of obs   
 

2504 chi-square   . 

prob > chi2  
 

. akaike crit. (aic) -4141.64 

        EGARCH GED 

       rus_d1  coef.  st.err.  t-value  p-value  [95% conf  interval]  Sig 

constant -0.001 0.002 -0.7 0.486 -0.005 0.002 
 

l.earch 0.039 0.031 1.26 0.209 -0.022 0.101 
 

l.earch_a 0.434 0.054 8.1 0 0.329 0.539 *** 

l.egarch 1.141 0.146 7.81 0 0.855 1.427 *** 

constant 0.605 0.632 0.96 0.339 -0.634 1.844 
 

constant 0.117 0.034 3.44 0.001 0.05 0.183 *** 

mean dependent var   0.002 sd dependent var   0.116 

number of obs   
 

2504 chi-square   . 

prob > chi2    . akaike crit. (aic) -4215.565 

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 4: EGARCH Results 
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TGARCH normal 

 RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0.001 0.002 0.49 0.626 -0.003 0.005 
 

L.arch 0.242 0.025 9.75 0 0.193 0.29 *** 

L.tarch 0.014 0.033 0.42 0.676 -0.05 0.078 
 

L.garch 0.923 0.107 8.61 0 0.713 1.133 *** 

Constant -0 0.001 -1.6 0.11 -0.004 0 
 

Mean dependent var   0.002   SD dependent var   0.116   

Number of obs   
 

2504 
 

Chi-square   . 
 

Prob > chi2  
 

. 
 

Akaike crit. (AIC) -3974.24 
 

        TGARCH t-distribution             

RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant 0 0.002 -0.03 0.977 -0.004 0.004 
 

L.arch 0.246 0.037 6.57 0 0.173 0.32 *** 

L.tarch -0.02 0.043 -0.46 0.647 -0.105 0.065 
 

L.garch 0.818 0.121 6.74 0 0.58 1.056 *** 

Constant -0 0.001 -0.69 0.493 -0.003 0.002 
 

Mean dependent var   0.002   SD dependent var   0.116   

Number of obs   
 

2504 
 

Chi-square   . 
 

Prob > chi2  
 

. 
 

Akaike crit. (AIC) -4144.5 
 

        TGARCH GED               

RUS_D1  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

Constant -0 0.002 -0.87 0.384 -0.005 0.002 
 

L.arch 0.241 0.052 4.59 0 0.138 0.344 *** 

L.tarch -0.01 0.059 -0.14 0.89 -0.124 0.108 
 

L.garch 0.988 0.203 4.86 0 0.589 1.386 *** 

Constant -0 0.002 -1.14 0.254 -0.007 0.002 
 

Constant 0.116 0.034 3.41 0.001 0.049 0.183 *** 

Mean dependent var   0.002   SD dependent var   0.116   

Number of obs   
 

2504 
 

Chi-square   . 
 

Prob > chi2  
 

. 
 

Akaike crit. (AIC) -4218.5 
 

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 5: TGARCH Results 

 
In Table 3, GARCHt, IGARCHt and TGARCHt dominate EGARCHt and APARCHt respectively, in case 

where new techniques are applied. This is consistent with Alberga et al. (2008)‟s study that the EGARCH skewed 

Student-t model outperformed GARGH, GJR and APARCH models. Surprisingly, even the results from traditional 

tests show that, GARCHt, IGARCHt and TGARCHt dominate APARCHt. The results are consistent with those of 

Abdullah et al., (2017), who model the volatility dynamics of the taka–US dollar exchange rate return using 

GARCH, APARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH, and IGARCH models. Their findings suggest that GARCH and 

IGARCH models under the student-t error distribution outperform the other models. However, this is inconsistent 

with the findings by Schmidt (2021), which show that the symmetric GARCH (1,1) on average has the worst 

volatility forecasting performance when forecasting a crisis on Nordic indices, using GARCH, EGARCH, GJR and 

APARCH models. The superior forecasting models were found to be the GJR (1,1) and EGARCH (1,1). 

The results from Table 4, reveal that the pairwise comparison of the model that accounts for instabilities show that 

there is no model which is the overall winner under general error distribution. On the side of traditional tests, the 

IGARCH is the best performer in terms of forecast accuracy. 
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FIGURE 1: GARCHt vs GARCHnor comparison 

 
FIGURE 2: TGARCHt vs TGARCHged comparison 

 

Figure 1 and 2 plot the sequence of      
      overtime for pairwise TGARCHt vs TGARCHnor and 

TGARCHt vs TGARCHged (as shown by a continuous line) and shows that it is clearly outside the critical value 

lines, depicted by the dashed lines. The strongest evidence against the null hypothesis (implying the strongest 

empirical evidence in favour of the first model) appears to be around 2010 and 2011. (Note the pairs, TGARCHt vs 

TGARCHnor and TGARCHt vs TGARCHged were chosen because they show the dominance of t-distribution and 

the strongest empirical evidence in favour of the first model as compared to other pairs under t-distribution). 

GARCH dominates all models; t dominates all 3 distribution assumptions. 

 

3.2.2 Tests of Absolute Forecasting Performance Robust to Instabilities 

Traditional tests of forecast rationality (such as Mincer and Zarnowitz, 1969, and West and McCracken, 1998) 

assume stationarity and are thus invalid in the presence of instabilities (Rossi and Soupre, 2017). However, unlike 

traditional tests, the fluctuation rationality test is based on the idea of instability and therefore has a lower rejection 

of the null hypothesis of forecast rationality (de Prince et al., 2021). 

The results for Rossi - Sekhposyan test statistics reveals that the null assumption of forecast rationality is 

rejected by all models. So individually these models perform well, implying that they can make a good forecast. 

Hence they are used popularly. It is when one model has to be chosen from more than 1 pool where it matters. That 

is why the results of the relative comparison show some models as worse performers. 
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Figure 3: Rossekk IGARCHt 

 

 
Figure 4: Rossekk APARCHt 

 

Figure 3 and 4 plot the sequence of      overtime (depicted by a continuous line) of IGARCH model 

under t- distribution and APARCH under t-distribution, and shows that it is clearly outside the critical value line 

(depicted by the dashed line). The strongest evidence against the forecast rationality appears to be around 2009 for 

both models. This clearly supports the idea that, in the presence of instabilities, the fluctuation tests are more 

powerful than traditional tests and provide a visual illustration of when predictive ability appears or breaks down in 

the data (Rossi and Soupre, 2017). 

4. Discussion 

 

The out- of sample forecast tests are conducted using Giacomini and Rossi‟s (2010) and Rossi and Sekhposyan‟s 

(2016) tests. The pairwise comparison of the model that accounts for instabilities show that t-distribution error 

assumption dominates all other error distribution assumptions, implying that all the models perform well under t-

distribution assumption. Even, in case of traditional test, the t-distribution takes the lead.  

The results for Rossi - Sekhposyan test statistics reveals that, IGARCH model under t- distribution and 

APARCH under t-distribution  show the strongest evidence against the forecast rationality, which appears to be 

around 2009 for all the models. This implies that the Rossi - Sekhposyan test can make accurate forecast using the 

IGARCH model and APARCH under t-distribution. We can therefore conclude that in the presence of instabilities, 

the fluctuation tests are more powerful than traditional tests and provide a visual illustration of when predictive 

ability ap in the presence of instabilities, it is not appropriate to test models‟ forecasts by using methods that are not 

robust to instabilities. In fact, as revealed in this study, traditional tests may be invalid in thepresence of forecast 

instabilities, and more powerful tests should be used.  

Policy recommendations that can be made from conclusion drawn is that, fluctuation tests should be used 

during the periods of instabilities as they can provide visual illustration of when predictive ability appears, 

especially for an emerging economy like South Africa,where exchange rates are subject to high levels of 

fluctuations. 
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